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ABSTRACT: Pedestrian detection is a key problem in computer vision, with several
applications that have the potential to positively impact the quality of life. This paper
describes a comprehensive combination of feature extraction methods for vision-based
pedestrian detection and tracking in Intelligent Systems based on monocular vision. First,
we detect the pedestrian using Integral Channel Features and AdaBoost classifier, which
is implemented with Modified Soft Cascade to achieve robust thresholds. Later we track
the pedestrian for the next few frames based on Lucas Kanade features. The experiment
results show that the method can detect and track pedestrian ahead of vehicle in spite of
different sizes and postures. The algorithms have been tested on Inria database for the
detection system and Caltech and Daimler datasets for the detection and tracking system.
Keywords: Pedestrian Detection, Pedestrian Tracking, Integral Channel Features, Lucas
Kanade features
camera and background, which makes it
robust. In Stefan W. et. al. (2010), HOF is
used in combination with HOG, and the
model was trained using SVM.

INTRODUCTION
Detecting and tracking people is an
important area of research, and machine
vision is bound to play a key role. Its
applications include traffic control, robotics,
entertainment, surveillance, care for the
elderly and disabled, and content-based
indexing. Our study aims to address these
questions by detecting and tracking the
pedestrians in the video which is at the rate
of around 30 frames/second captured with
a monocular camera mounted on the car.
Fig. 1. shows the block diagram of the
detection and tracking system.

Unlike features such as Haar, HOG, HOF,
Sabzmeydani and Mori (2007) uses midlevel features called Shapelets to train the
classifier. These features focus on local
regions of the image and are built from low–
level gradient information.
A multi cue approach suggested in Wojek
and Schiele (2008) combines various
features like Haar Wavelets, Haar-like HOG
features, Shapelets and Shape Context and
shows that a multi-cue pedestrian detection
approach performs better than using single
feature. The combination of modified HOG
and HOF in Stefan W. et. al. (2010)
performs better than any individual feature.

Many interesting pedestrian detection
approaches have been proposed in the
literature. The Histogram of Oriented
Gradients (HOG) detector proposed by
Dalal and Triggs (2005), is a combination of
edge
orientation
histograms,
shape
contexts
and
Scale-invariant
feature
transform (SIFT) descriptors. Histogram of
Optical Flow (HOF) introduced by Dalal N.
et. al. (2006), is based on motion features.
HOF, is not affected by movements in

Viola P. et.al. (2005) is an extension of the
rectangle filters from Viola and Jones
(2004) to the motion domain. It describes
a pedestrian detection system that
integrates image intensity information with
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motion information. ChnFtrs, Dollar P. et.
al. (2009) coupled the integral channel
features with soft cascade AdaBoost
algorithm which outperformed existing
methods for pedestrian detection. Multiple
image channels are computed using linear
and non-linear transformations of the input
image, and then features such as local
sums, histograms, and Haar features are
computed to get integral channels.

scaled to fit 0 to 1 range and then converted
into LUV channels.
Gradient Magnitude
The Gradient Magnitude measures the
strength and distribution of the gradients
within an image. Let I(i,j) denote an m×n
discrete signal, and δI/δx and δI/δy denote
the discrete derivatives of I (typically 1D
centred first differences are used). Gradient
magnitude M(i,j) and orientation O(i,j) are
given by

The overview of state-of-art pedestrian
detectors brings out the following facts.
HOG is a very basic and effective feature,
but bare HOG can’t give the best results.
Hence, a multi cue pedestrian detection is
favorable. Mid-level features such as
Shapelets are computationally expensive
and hence unsuitable for real-time detector
implementation. The need to calculate the
Optical
Flow
channels
makes
the
computation of HOF features very slow.
Thus, HOG+HOF, Stefan W. et. al. (2010),
is not good for real-time applications,
inspite of having good accuracies. The
integral channel features (ICF), Dollar P. et.
al. (2009), obtained from color channels,
gradient histograms etc. are computationally efficient, capture thorough information
and offer faster detection. The ChnFtrs
utilizing ICFs detector has high accuracy
but, has a rate of 1.18 fps. But for real-time
implementation we need faster detectors.
Higher computational time requirement
makes
the non-linear SVM
kernels
unsuitable
for
real-time
pedestrian
detection. Though SVM is universally known
for good accuracies, AdaBoost is quite
comparable. AdaBoost along with soft
cascade is much faster than linear SVM, at
the cost of marginal decrease in the
performance and hence, it is chosen as the
basic classifier in our implementation.

𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗) = √

δI(i,j)2
δx

+

𝑂(𝑖, 𝑗) = arctan(

δI(i,j)2
δy

δI(i,j)
δy
δI(i,j)
δx

)

(1)
(2)

Fig. 4 is the Gradient Magnitude of the
original image shown in Fig. 2. Let the
horizontal changes given by δI/δx be
denoted by Gx and the vertical changes
given by δI/δy be denoted by Gy. The actual
gradient magnitude is given by
𝐺 = √𝐺𝑥2 + 𝐺𝑦2
(3)
To avoid the computational burden of
calculating the square root for each pixel we
adopt an approximation given by
𝐺 = |𝐺𝑥 | + |𝐺𝑦 |
(4)
Gradient Orientation Channels
The Gradient Orientations O(i,j), Dollar P.
et. al. (2009) are distributed in the range
[0, ]. The range is divided into equal sized
six bins and the orientation channels are
computed as
𝐺𝜃 (𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗). 𝟏[𝑂(𝑖, 𝑗)ϵ(θ1 , θ2 )]
(5)
where Gθ(i,j) is the gradient orientation
channel within range [θ1,θ2], M(i,j) the
gradient magnitude and O(i,j) is the
gradient angle, respectively, at I(i,j). Fig. 5
shows the gradient orientation channels
along six orientations within six equal sized
bins. The six bins for the images shown are
[0, /6], [/6, /3], [/3, /2], [/2, 2/3],
[2/3, 5/6] and [5/6, ]. The gradient
orientations are computed over these bins
and are used for obtaining integral channel
features.

PEDESTRIAN DETECTION
Given an input image I, channels can be
computed using linear or non-linear
transformation of I. We consider the
following channels for our detector:
LUV Colour Channels
The Fig. 3 shows the LUV channels of the
original image shown in Fig. 2. In case of 8bit images the values of R, G and B are
converted to the floating-point format,

Gradients are computed over the channels
using the discrete derivative mask d2x =
[1,-2, 1] and d2y = [1,-2,1]’. These provide
the second order gradients which have
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strong response near edges and other sharp
transitions.

To determine the threshold, consider a set
of positive test images i = 1, 2, 3,... We run
it over the trained AdaBoost. Let 𝑐𝑗 (𝑖) be

Using the above mentioned linear and nonlinear transforms on the input image, we
get different channels. Further we compute
the features of each channel by taking the
sum over randomly selected rectangular
regions. These features are computed
efficiently from the channels by using
integral images. Such features are called as
integral channel features.

the value of the 𝑗 𝑡ℎ weak classifier for the
𝑖 𝑡ℎ image, where j= n, 2n, 3n,…..N.
Let, 𝑀𝑗 = ∑𝑖 𝑐𝑗 (𝑖) and 𝜎𝑗 = ∑𝑖 (𝑐𝑗 (𝑖) −  𝑀𝑗 )2 .
Then, the threshold 𝑟𝑗 is given by,
𝑟𝑗 = 𝑀𝑗 − 𝑘𝜎𝑗
(6)
To get the thresholds, test images are used
instead of training images because, the
AdaBoost will fit over the training data very
well when compared to the test data,
resulting in higher thresholds. Thus, the
modified soft cascade helps us achieve
speed like that of soft cascade and results
in more robust thresholds.

Each feature has three parameters that are
generated randomly. Given that we
compute different channels of our detection
Window, a feature is calculated on a
random channel, over a rectangle whose
dimensions and position is also random.

Detection over full images
To implement the detector over the
complete image, downscale the image from
its original size and keep on placing them
one upon
the
other.
Scale down
⌊ImageHeight/Scale⌋ > 128
until,
and
⌊ImageWidth/Scale⌋>64.

Soft Cascade AdaBoost Classifier
In AdaBoost, weak classifiers are cascaded
to produce strong classifier, John Lu
(2010). The weak classifiers are very simple
and are computationally inexpensive. The
weak classifiers used here are 2-depth
decision tree. Bourdev & Brandt’s (2005)
thresholding technique after every weak
classifier is better than thresholding at the
end, helping us remove negative samples at
an early stage. Given the large number of
negative windows in an image, this feature
called as soft cascade makes AdaBoost
faster.

Between the two consecutive levels of the
pyramid the scale factor is chosen to be 1.2.
And between the two consecutive windows
the distance (window stride) is 8 pixels.
New height and new width of the image are
given by,
𝑁𝑒𝑤𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = ⌊𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡/𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒⌋
𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = ⌊𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ/𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒⌋

Modified Soft Cascade
In the proposed method, a modified version
of soft cascade is suggested. Instead of
thresholding at the end of every weak
classifier, it is performed only after a few
weak classifiers, separated by a regular
interval n. Consider an AdaBoost classifier
consisting of T weak classifiers. Let, ct(x)
denote the confidence by the weak classifier
t for a sample x. Then, the thresholding is
shown by the following algorithm,

(7)

Scanning-window style classification of
image patches typically results in multiple
responses around the target object. We
circumvent this by removing any detector
responses
in
the
neighborhood
of
detections with the locally maximal
confidence score. This technique is known
as Non-Maximal Suppression (NMS),
Rosten E. et. Al. (2006).
PEDESTRIAN TRACKING
The tracking phase assumes that the
person has already been detected. Since,
the displacement of the pedestrian is not
huge in short interval of time (10-15
frames), the tracking system need not be
robust. Hence, we consider the point and
kernel tracking algorithms, Li X. et. al.
(2013), that are not computationally
intensive.

𝑑 ← 0
𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 1 … 𝑇
𝑑 ← 𝑑 + 𝑐𝑡 (𝑥)
𝑖𝑓𝑡%𝑛 == 0𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛
𝑖𝑓𝑑 <  𝑟𝑖 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒
𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
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Lucas Kanade (LK) feature tracker
 Detection of the feature points: ShiTomasi feature detector, Shi and Tomasi
(1994), is used to detect the feature
points in the bonding box provided by the
pedestrian detector.
 Pyramidal
Implementation
Feature
Tracker: The pyramidal implementation,
Bouguet J. (2001), of the LK optical flow
is used, Dollar P. et. al. (2009), to
evaluate the position of the feature
points in the consecutive frames.
 Evaluate the final position of the bonding
box: The position of the feature points in
the consecutive frames is known. The
outlier points which do not lie on the
pedestrian and the points which move
insignificantly
are
eliminated.
By
computing the velocities of the remaining
points the shift in the bonding box is
calculated.

(2009). These video samples can be seen
at http://goo.gl/SKV59Z.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the literature survey on the state
of the art detection systems ChnFtrs Filter
detector which uses ICFs with Soft Cascade
AdaBoost classifier is a milestone in realtime pedestrian detection. Integral Channel
Features extracted from LUV, Gradient
magnitude
and
Gradient
Orientation
channels are chosen for our system
because they offer better speed and
performance. AdaBoost classifier, with soft
cascade feature is proven to be faster than
other classifiers like SVM, NN, etc. The
proposed, modified soft cascade helps us
achieve speed similar to that of soft cascade
and resulted in more robust thresholds.
Once the pedestrian in the frame is
detected, the detected pedestrian is tracked
using Lucas Kanade feature based tracking.
In future, we can build an optimized realtime VLSI design/ FPGA / microprocessor
based implementation for pedestrian
detection and tracking system.

RESULTS
The experiments were carried out on INRIA
database [9] which comprises of 2,416
positive training samples of size 96x160
and 1,126 positive testing samples of size
70x134 and 1,218 negative training images
and 453 negative testing images. The
performance of the detector is evaluated by
obtaining the Miss Rate Vs False Positive
per Window (FPPW) plots. Miss Rate is the
ratio of positive samples mispredicted to
the total number of positive samples in the
dataset. All the accuracies are measured at
10-3 FPPW.
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Fig.1 Block Diagram of the detection and tracking system

Fig. 2 Original Image

Fig. 3 Gradient Magnitude

Fig. 4 CIE LUV Channels

Fig. 5 Gradient Histogram Orientation along six orientation bins
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(a) No. of features

(b) Rectangle Window Size

(c) No. of Weak Classifiers

Fig. 6 Detector Performance Evaluation

Fig. 7 Final Performance of the Detector

Fig. 8 Images with pedestrian

Fig. 9 Images without pedestrian
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